WHO WE ARE University School FOURTH GRADE
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An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: Humans share a common experience and bring different

perspectives to the world.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the various aspects of individuals (causation, connection)
2. finding our passions (perspective)
3. using our perspective to help solve problems (perspective)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Perspective: What are the points of view?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?

Similarities
Differences
Problem solving

Risk Takers
Reflective
Balanced

Thinking skills
Social skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: contributions of individuals, personal histories, citizenship, geography related to content
Science: The brain, genetics, DNA, the Nature of a Scientist, STEM: coding with genetics, digital citizenship
Math: Inventory traits, data, measurement, conversion, Solve It to Win It
Language Arts: Reflective paragraphs, personal narratives, readalouds, poetry

Art: Symbolism, identity, community building, and sharing your visual voice
Library: Biographies and human traits
Music: “ Musically Me” activity; Song with Sign Language (for ex., “Peace Like a River” with signs)
PE: Gifted and talented performers. Highly skilled athletes, dance, strength, accuracy, speed etc.
Spanish: Hispanic Heritage Month, famous Hispanic Americans
Social Justice: The identities of complex people, responding to diversity with empathy and connection

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; personal histories; homes and journeys; the discoveries, explorations and migrations of
humankind; the relationships between, and the interconnectedness of, individuals and civilizations from local and global perspectives.
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Central Idea: Journeys create change in our world.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. causes of migration (causation)
2. adaptation and survival (change)
3. the personal and societal effects of journeys (reflection)

Key Concepts:

Related Concepts: Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Change: How is it transforming?

Migration
Impact

Thinking skills
Communication skills

Risk Takers
Communicators
Open-minded

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Indiana history, human migration, government and laws, Native American history, geography, maps,
Science: Sun, moon, gravitational pull, tides, environment, ecosystems, adaptations, animal migration, native and invasive species, weather
Math: Analyzing data, timelines, distance, rate, time, charting and graphing patters
Language Arts: Point of view, problem and solution, compare and contrast, fact and opinion, text features, writing from perspective

Art: How do our experiences influence the ways we relate to art?
Library: Maps of real and imaginary places; journeys in literature
Music: How songs travel with people (connections to Lotus Festival, Underground Railroad songs, We Shall Overcome, Indiana history songs).
PE: Evolution of sports and games, new rules, the journey and history of soccer
Spanish: Chocolate, the exchange of goods, in New/Old Worlds
Social Justice: Curiosity about the lived experiences of others, self esteem and the dignity of others, bias

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values;
the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Central Idea: Human creativity can lead to change.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how an idea is brought to light (function)
2. how creativity, the design process, and tries/fails can lead to something new (change)
3. how creatives affect society at home and around the world (connection)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Connection: How is it linked to another thing?
Function: How does it work?
Change: How is it transforming?

Scientific method
Technology
Invention

Inquirers
Risk Takers
Reflective

Social skills
Communication skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Chronology, biography, mapping skills
Science: Design process magnetism, STEM Makers’ Challenge, electricity, circuits, force, friction,
gravity, variables, biomimicry
Math and Problem Solving: Calculations, charts and graphs, abstraction, modeling
Language Arts: Reading, etymology, readers’ theater, realistic fiction writing, writing mini-plays

Art: Art processes, specifically work in with each class; schematics
Library: Biographies of innovators
Music: Book: Guido d’Arezzo- creation of staff & notation. Book: Ada’s Violin and associated lesson
PE: Creation of games, inventors. Biographies of sport inventors. Create our own game in PE class.
Spanish: Inventions/innovators from Spanish speaking countries; needs and wants expressed in Spanish
Social Justice: Expressing curiosity about history and exchanging ideas in an open-minded way.
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HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea: Humans and the natural world are in a cause and effect relationship.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the identification of the natural world by humans (form)
2. the impact of the earth on humans (causation and change)
3. how humans respond to change
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Causation: Why is it as it is?
Change: How is it transforming?

Region
Systems
Processes
Cause and effect

Inquirers
Knowledgeable
Thinkers

Thinking skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Geography—mapping, longitude, latitude, regions
Science: The Earth’s surface and processes, landforms, STEM challenges, cataclysmic events
Math: Models, scale and proportion, ration, calculations, angles, degree of sphere, abstracts,
change over time
Language Arts: Nonfiction, notetaking, reflective writing, readalouds, mini book groups

Art: Landscape paintings, outdoor artworks, art with natural materials
Library: I Survived disasters escape room - using research sources
Music: Indiana History Songs: Back Home Again in Indiana, On the Banks of the Wabash
PE: Running marathons and their origin and tradition, recreation sports near water, curling or hockey in colder frozen climates
Spanish: Spanish speaking world - Virtual Field trip
Social Justice: Empathy and action
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HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.
Central Idea: Humans organize and construct systems to maintain order.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the establishment of communities (causation)
2. how structure is created (perspective)
3. the function of structures (responsibility)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Perspective: What are the points of view?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?

Community
Government
Settlement
Interdependence
Organization Structure

Communicators
Principled
Open-minded

Thinking skills
Social skills
Communication skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Human settlements, forms and branches of government, how businesses are organized
Science: Solar system as structure
Math and Problem Solving: Population statistics, reasoning, patterns in decision making, Biz World economics
Language Arts: Inquiry, research, information writing, presentation, poetry

Art: How does knowing and using visual art vocabularies help us understand and interpret works of art?
Library: Searching for your passion in a library
Music: reading music; treble clef staff; recorder; (ISSMA)
PE: structures within games; structure/systems of body (muscular, skeletal, etc.); IHSAA -- sports governing bodies
Spanish: gender/number agreement with nouns
Social Justice: Action: Students will write their own “bills” to better our world; Justice: Students will recognize that
laws can change with the times.
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SHARING THE PLANET University School FOURTH GRADE
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An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share finite resources with
other people and with other living things; communities and the relationships within and
between them; access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.
Central Idea: Action and reaction impact conflict.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how differing loyalties and beliefs can create conflict (perspective)
2. structures and functions of life (function)
3. how living organisms use the natural resources of the planet (responsibility)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Perspective: What are the points of view?
Function: How does it work?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?

Resources
Loyalty
Impact
Justice

Communicators
Reflective
Principled

Social skills
Communication skills
Research skills

Beliefs
Prejudice
Rights
Conflict management

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Civil War
Science:
Math and Problem Solving:
Language Arts:

Art:
Library:
Music:
PE:
Spanish:
Social Justice:
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